"If you plant a tree, you plant a life" and so was done by the NSS unit of Smt. Kashibai Navale College of Engineering Pune on 6th July at Taljai. The activity started at 8:30 am and all the volunteers were prepared to achieve the target of planting 100 trees on Taljai hills. There were total 70 volunteers. The activity was open to all. It was good to see huge number of non - NSS members as well.

All volunteers gathered near SKNCOE new building and groups were formed so as to maintain the discipline. All groups were given different names of trees like Chandan, Banyan, Babul, Neem, Bamboo, etc. so as to keep the volunteers acquainted with names of different trees. All the groups were provided with the tree saplings of Sarval, Chinch and Karvand. The tree saplings were provided by the forest department by Ghadge mam.
Each group had their group leaders those who kept on guiding them throughout the session. Great efforts were made by all the volunteers to make the activity successful. Discipline was very well maintained by complete unit.

And they all completed the target of planting 100 tress. After the tree plantation session, they had experience sharing session in which the feedback given by the volunteers were remarkable. The happiness of planting the trees was seen on their faces. The session successful ended by the guidance of Prof. Pingat Sir. Youth empowerment was clearly illustrated by the NSS volunteers by their work.
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